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Reently Bl�attler and Diethelm (2001) published the un�ltered light urve of the 13thmagnitude elipsing binary GSC 2530-488. To on�rm and improve the light elementsand to provide a preliminary solution to �ltered light urves, we reorded 96 R images and125 V images of the star using the Air Fore Aademy 61-m reetor with a 512� 512,Photometris, liquid nitrogen-ooled CCD amera. After at �elding all the images, weused IRAF aperture photometry to extrat magnitudes of the variable and two nearby�eld stars. The stars are identi�ed in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Finder hart for GSC 2530-488
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To hek on the photometri stability of the omparison stars, we omputed the stan-dard deviations of di�erene between the two stars. In V , for 125 di�erenes on six nights,the standard deviation was 0:m035, and in R, for 96 di�erenes on �ve nights, the stan-dard deviation was 0:m024. Based on our observations we believe that these two stars aresuitable omparison stars, and they were ombined (by adding their luminosities) into a\super-omparison star" for the purposes of di�erential photometry with the variable.We were able to �nd four new times of minimum light shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Times of minimum lightSoure HJD Epoh O � C FilterAkerlof et al. 2451244.6766 �2190 0.0031 ClearAkerlof et al. 2451246.6826 �2184.5 �0:0028 ClearBBSAG 2451951.4176 �258 0.0038 ClearBBSAG 2451951.5965 �257.5 �0:0002 ClearBBSAG 2451955.4379 �247 0.0002 ClearBBSAG 2451959.4522 �236 �0:0094 ClearBBSAG 2451967.3280 �214.5 0.0015 ClearBBSAG 2451967.5094 �214 0.0000 ClearBBSAG 2451984.5213 �167.5 0.0019 ClearPresent 2452045.7926 0 0.0004 R and VPresent 2452052.7426 19 0.0001 RPresent 2452053.8398 22 �0:0002 RPresent 2452054.7561 24.5 0.0016 R and V

Figure 2. V light urve
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Figure 3. V intensity urve and �t

Figure 4. R intensity urve and �t
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We found the new times using a traing-paper method. The obvious asymmetry in thebottom of the R primary elipse was ignored for this purpose. With these thirteen timesof minimum a linear least squares �t yields the following light elements:Min I = HJD 2452045:7922 + 0:365808� E:�0:0011 �0:000001Based upon our light urves, we have rede�ned the primary and seondary elipses.With our new elements we built light urves suh as the V urve shown in Figure 2. Weobserve that this is indeed an elipsing binary with W Ursa Majoris-type light variationsand total elipses. The primary elipse in V , an oultation, has a depth of about 0:m47and the seondary elipse, a transit, has a depth of 0:m40. In R light the depths are 0:m45and 0:m42 on our instrumental system.We used Binary Maker 2.0 by David Bradstreet (1993) to obtain preliminary solutionsto the light urves. We were unable to loate a spetral type for this system. However, ourbest �ts were ahieved assuming the two stars had temperatures of 7100 K and 7200 K.We used the following minor parameters harateristi of radiative stars: albedo andreetion oeÆients = 1.0 and limb darkening oeÆients = 0.5. Our best �ts, shown inFigures 3 and 4, indiate that the stars are just in ontat with an orbital inlination of82Æ, and a photometri mass ratio of 4.15. The primary elipse is an oultation of thehotter and smaller star. This model produes total elipses that are almost at duringthe total phases.Aknowledgements: We thank the Air Fore Aademy for generous telesope timeand assistane with the observations, and the Appalahian College Assoiation for theirsupport of this researh. We also thank the editor for useful omments. This researhmade use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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